In two and three space dimensions, and under suitable assumptions on the initial data, we show global existence for a damped wave equation which approaches, in some sense, the Navier-Stokes problem. The proofs are based on a refinement of the energy method
Introduction
First, let us recall the Navier-Stokes equations that describe the motion of a viscous, 
The hyperbolic version of the Navier-Stokes equations studied here has been obtained after relaxation of the Euler equations and rescaling variables (see [1] and references therein for the details):
This type of approximation is the same as the hyperbolic perturbation of the heat equation introduced and investigated by Cattaneo in the fifties (see [3] and further works).
In [1] , Brenier, Natalini and Puel proved global existence and uniqueness for the perturbed Navier-Stokes equation (3) with initial data in H 2 (T 2 ) 2 × H 1 (T 2 ) 2 , where T 2 is the unit periodic square R 2 /Z 2 , if ε < ε 0 and ε 0 depends only on the initial data (u ε 0 , u ε 1 ). Moreover, they proved the convergence of the solution to (3) towards a smooth solution to (1) 
in the L
∞ (]0, T [; L 2 (R 2 )) norm, provided that v 0 is smooth.
In [2] , Paicu and Raugel considered the same relaxed model (3) . In their paper, they proved, again if ε is small enough, global existence and uniqueness results for (3) with significantly improved regularity for the initial data. In fact, they need only
2 regularity, thanks to a Strichartz estimate. In the three-dimensional case, they state a global existence result under a natural smallness condition on the ini-
3 , for δ > 0 and ε small enough. Furthermore, they announced improved error estimates in the H 1 (R 2 ) 2 norm for u ε − v and in the L 2 (R 2 ) 2 norm for ∂ t (t(u ε − v)) in the two-dimensional case, where u ε is as above and v is the solution to (1) with v 0 = u
In two and three space dimensions and under suitable smallness assumptions on the initial data, we prove global existence for the Cauchy problem (3) inḢ n 2 +δ ∩Ḣ n 2 −1+δ (R n ) n in dimensions n = 2 and n = 3.
Moreover, for all positive T , we prove the convergence in the L ∞ (]0, T [;Ḣ n 2 −1 (R n ) n ) norm, with n = 2, 3, of solutions to (3) towards solutions to the Navier-Stokes problem
(1) with initial data v 0 ∈ H n 2 −1+s (R n ) n and s > 0. More precisely, we prove the following two theorems.
Theorem 1. Let T ≥ 0 and 0 < s, δ < 1. Let v 0 ∈ H s (R 2 ) 2 be a divergence-free vector field and (u ε 0 , u
2 be a sequence of initial data for problem (3) .
Then, for ε small enough, there exists a global solution u ε to system (3) that converges,
2 ) norm, towards the unique solution v to the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (1), with v 0 as initial data. Moreover, there exists a constant C T , depending only on T and v, such that
Theorem 2. Let T ≥ 0 and 0 < s, δ < 1.
3 be a sequence of initial data for problem (3) such that u
Now a Bernstein inequality (see [4] page 24) gives
and easy calculations lead to the Jackson inequality
Therefore, the conditions (4) are fulfilled by at least this particular choice of (u ε 0 , u ε 1 ). The same arguments lead to the existence of a couple of functions satisfying the assumptions (6) in Theorem 2.
The energy method we use in this paper is inspired by [1] and refined in order to take into account the loss of regularity of the initial data. Therefore, we frequently have to use tame estimates and interpolations; this makes the proofs more technical than in [1] .
Moreover, we introduce a new energy, inspired from the classical one in [1, 2] , which is more convenient for the spaces we work in. Let us notice that we do not use any Strichartz estimate in this paper so the proofs are easier to understand than those in [2] .
Nevertheless, we lose the natural Strichartz regularity for the global existence results. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we treat the two-dimensional case and prove Theorem 1. In the last section, we adapt the results to the threedimensional case and prove Theorem 2.
2 The two-dimensional case : proof of Theorem 1
This section includes two subsections. In the first one, we prove global existence for (3) using a fixed point method. Then, in subsection 2, we prove the convergence of this global solution to a solution to the Navier-Stokes equation, which is the last part of the statement of Theorem 1.
Notation: In the following, let P denote the Leray projection that maps a vector field to its zero-divergence part and, to alleviate the notations, let
Global existence inḢ
Since P is a convolution operator on R 2 , it commutes with the differential operators. So, applying P to problem (3), we obtain the damped (nonlinear) wave equation
which we consider with (u
It is more convenient to study the same equation with parameter ε = 1 :
In this purpose, let us set
This scaling transforms system (N LW ε ) into system (N LW ) with initial data
As usual, let us denote by the D'Alembert operator: = ∂ tt − ∆ and rewrite (N LW ) as follows.
Duhamel's formula for u solution to (N LW ) is then
where Λ is the differentiation operator Λ = √ −∆, defined in Fourier variables by
The proof of local existence inḢ 1+δ ∩Ḣ δ (R 2 , R 2 ) is standard and, therefore, omitted.
We obtain a local solution to (N LW ), defined on [0, T [, for all positive T such that
In particular, as long as
bounded, we can iterate the fixed point argument and extend the solution.
Globalization Let us resume the initial equation (N LW ε ). One can easily check that
Then, for all non negative real δ and all non negative t, we define the energy
so that we have
In this subsection, we shall prove the following inequality that yields the globality of the solution.
for all t > 0, where C 0 is a universal constant.
First, let us point out thatḢ
is an algebra and that the product estimate
holds (see [5] ) for all functions f, g ∈Ḣ 1+δ ∩ L ∞ (R 2 ). Moreover, we know that the homogeneous Besov 1 spaceḂ
and, interpolating, we obtain
Lemma 1. Assume the following, when ε goes to zero :
Then, for ε small enough, there exists a large number N , only depending on δ and u ε 0 L 2 (which is arbitrary), such that, for all 0 ≤ t ≤ T ,
Proof. Let us compute the (time) derivative of E δ ε .
Performing a classical Young inequality 2ab ≤ a 2 + b 2 and rearranging the terms, we
Now, let us recall that
since u ε is divergence-free. Now, (17) yields
The interpolation inequality
yields finally
Besides, since we assume i) and using inequality (18), we can write, for ε small enough,
Now, by continuity of the (local) solution u ε with respect to t, we deduce that T > 0 and the inequality
Now, consider the second term on the right hand side and use Young inequality
Then the inequality
with a = u ε 2 + ε∂ t u ε and b = u ε 2 yields, for all non negative δ, the estimate
from which we deduce
Instead of showing that t → E δ ε (t) is decreasing, we will prove that E δ (E First of all, let us notice that R n f.(f.∇f ) = 0 for all divergence-free function f and
We use it in (33) below.
Under the assumption iii), we have
if ε is small enough. Now, (30) with δ = 0 yields
for all t ∈ (0, T ). We have obtained
We deduce that, for N large enough (depending only on δ and u ε 0 2 ), the right hand side is negative and
for all 0 ≤ t < T .
We want to reiterate the reasoning, i.e. to keep the control of u ε (t) L ∞ . The aim of Lemma 2 is to ensure this control throughout the time.
Lemma 2. Assume the limit
in addition to the assumptions (H) in Lemma 1. Then the inequality
holds for ε small enough. Moreover, for all t
Proof. Easy calculations show that (38) is true as a result of (H) and (37). Now, let
Thanks to inequality (30), we have
Using (20) (conclusion of Lemma 1) and (38), we obtain
for all 0 < t < T . 
On the other hand, (39) in Lemma 2 yields
which contradicts (43) so T ≥ T max ε
. We deduce then from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 that 
Convergence towards a solution to Navier-Stokes problem
Let us recall that Brenier, Natalini and Puel showed in [1] that, under suitable assumptions, the solutions to (N LW ε ), with initial data (u
, converge to the solutions to (N S) with smooth initial data v 0 when ε goes to 0. The authors used the modulated energy method (see [1] and references therein) to show an error estimate in
In this section, we show a similar result with less regularity on the initial data (u ε 0 , u ε 1 ) and v 0 , in R 2 instead of T 2 . Indeed, we prove that, under suitable assumptions (less restrictive than those in [1] ) and for any positive δ, the solutions to (N LW ε ), with initial
2 norm, when ε goes to 0, to the solutions to (N S) with initial data v 0 ∈Ḣ s (R 2 ) 2 , s > 0. We recall here that the critical space for the Navier-Stokes equations in R 2 is L 2 .
Because of the loss of regularity, the proof is not straightforward anymore. Interpolation and product estimates will help to get around the difficulties.
We shall start the proof like in [1] , introducing the so-called Dafermos modulated energy, which is the total energy of the wave equation (N LW ε ), modulated by a divergence-
This energy satisfies the inequality
Via a Gronwall inequality, we shall show that, for all positive t such that t < T , the modulated energy E ε,v (t) converges to 0 when ε goes to 0. In this purpose, let us compute the time derivative of E ε,v .
Lemma 3 (see [1] ). If u ε and v are divergence-free functions, the Dafermos modulated energy satisfies the identity
Remark 4. This lemma is proved in [1] .
From now on, let v be a solution to the Cauchy problem
where s is a positive real, so that the last term of (47) vanishes. Now, since the second term in the identity (47) is negative, (47) writes
We shall treat the three terms on the right hand side in the following three subsections.
First, let us recall the Duhamel formula for Navier-Stokes equation (48):
Computing the time derivative of (50), we obtain
Estimating ε
In order to bound the integral by a positive power of ε, we shall find spaces
and L q TḢ σ ′ (R 2 ) containing respectively ∂ t v and ε∂ t u ε .
Step 1: Regularity of ∂ t v. 
Proof. Recall that
First, standard estimates yield
Let us consider now the term ∇ : (v ⊗ v). Using remark 5 and a classical Sobolev
s is an algebra (see [5] page 98), we deduce that
Consequently,
Moreover, using that v ∈ L 2 T H s+1 (R 2 ) and H s+1 (R 2 ) being an algebra (see [5] ), we obtain
Interpolating between L 
The following theorem (proved in [4] page 64), applied to P∇ : (v ⊗ v), allows us to conclude immediately that the integral term is also in L 2 1+θḢ s−1+θ(1−ε) for all θ ∈ [0, 1).
Theorem 3 (Maximal L p L q regularity for the heat kernel). Let A be an operator defined by
to itself, for all reals T > 0, 1 < p < ∞ and 1 < q < ∞.
Step 2: Regularity of ε∂ t u ε .
Lemma 5. Let 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 and u ε be a solution to (N LW ε ). Then
where
Proof. First, let us show that
In this purpose, let us consider the energy E 0 ε (t) =:
and differentiate it. A simple calculation gives us
Thanks to the control of the norm u ε L ∞ by 1 2 √ ε , the last term in the left hand side is positive and we obtain
Therefore, we have that
i.e.
Moreover, directly from the expression of E δ ε and from (16), we deduce that
Now, interpolating between the two spaces in (62), we obtain (60).
We will now choose un appropriate 0 < θ < 1, such that
So we should have
so that the power of ε controlling the integral is negative. Moreover,
This value of θ satisfies condition (70) and gives us
and that ν can be chosen arbitrarily close to s 2 .
Estimating
Lemma 6. Let v and u ε be as above. We have Theorem 4 (div-curl lemma, see [6] ). Let f be an L 2 (R 2 ) divergence-free vector and
Using the duality of Hardy space H 1 (R 2 ) and BM O(R 2 ) (proved in [7] ), we write
where c ′ is a universal constant. Then the div-curl theorem (Theorem 4) applied to the H 1 norm in the right hand side yields
by a Young inequality. Therefore, we have showed (73).
At this level, we have the following inequality
Let us callÃ ε the term that remains to estimate :
The aim of this part is to prove the following lemma Lemma 7. Let v and u ε be as above. Then, for all positive T and for some positive µ,
Proof. First, let us write
then perform a Young inequality
So we have that
since we have (see (18) and assumptions (4))
Then we have obtained the lemma, with µ = s :
Conclusion
Gathering the results in the previous three subsections, we obtain
Assuming that
in addition to assumptions (H) and (37), we have
by the triangle inequality. It follows that
Gronwall lemma (and
for all positive T and, using inequality (46)
we deduce the convergence in the L ∞ T L 2 (R 2 ) norm of u ε solution to (N LW ε ) towards v solution to the (N S) equations with initial data in H s (R 2 ) 2 , where 0 < s ≤ 1.
Theorem 1 is now proved.
3 The three-dimensional case : proof of Theorem 2
In this section, we shall follow the plan of the previous one: we shall start by showing global existence for the damped wave equation (N LW ε ) then we will prove the convergence of this global solution u ε towards the solution to Navier-Stokes problem with initial data in H 
Global existence inḢ
We apply the same fixed point method as in the two-dimensional case. We perform the same scale change (9) and retrieve system (N LW ) with initial data (u 0 ,
We conclude then that there exists a local solution u to (N LW ), defined on the time interval [0, T [, for all positive real T satisfying
In particular, while u(t) Ḣ 3 2
is bounded, we can reiterate the fixed point argument and extend the solution. Let T max be the maximal existence time. We shall prove that T max = +∞. Following the same reasoning by contradiction as in the previous section, we assume that T max < +∞. This would imply
Let us resume our wave equation (N LW ε ) with parameter ε. The scaling (9) gives
Let us define, for positive δ, the energy
Then we have
If we prove that ε δ 2 E δ ε is bounded, we can deduce that the solution u ε is global.
Globalization Let δ > 0 and consider the energy E 1 2 +δ ε defined as above. We shall prove that there exists a positive constant C 0 such that
for all time t > 0. In this purpose, we adapt the method used in the two-dimensional case to three space dimensions. To get around the difficulties, we use mainly interpolations and product estimates.
First, let us recall thatḢ
is an algebra (see [5] ) and that the inequality
. Moreover, using the embeddingḂ
and the interpolation inequality
we obtain
Remark 6. In R 3 , the Navier-Stokes problem with initial data v 0 in H We shall prove that E norm of u ε is small enough. First, we have to prove that E 1 2 ε decreases. To this purpose, let us compute the time derivative of the energy.
In order to estimate the first term on the right hand side, we state the following theorem:
. Then the following estimate holds.
. First, we use the duality betweenḢ
We shall estimate theḢ
∇f . For this sake, let us notice that f ∈
by a Sobolev embedding. Thus, by Hölder inequality, we have
. Moreover, we shall use the Sobolev embedding
. Now, we use the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality
Thus
which finishes the proof.
Using theorem 5, we shall prove the following lemma.
Assume u
when ε goes to 0. Then the energy E 1 2 ε decreases on [0, T ] and we have
Now, theorem 5 (applied to first term on the right hand side) yields
In t = 0, this inequality gives that E 1 2 ε decreases in a neighborhood of 0. Let
So 0 < τ ≤ T . Assume that τ < T . On the one hand, we have
On the other hand, for ε small enough, we have
thanks to assumptions (105). Adding to that the energy decay on [0, τ ], we obtain 
when ε goes to zero.
Recall that 0 ≤ T ≤ T max ε is defined by 
(t).
To alleviate the notations, let us set K = K(δ, C 1 , C 2 , C 3 ) = 16δ (3C 1 C 2 C 3 ) 2 δ .
As above, in subsection 2.1, we prove that E 1 + E
Finally, using inequality (128), we obtain
Therefore we have
by a Young inequality. Now, using that ε u we obtain
if ε is small enough.
Conclusion
Finally, we have
we have immediately
Let us recall that v ∈ L
4
T H s+1 (R 3 ) 3 and u ε ∈ L 4 TḢ 1 . Gronwall lemma implies that
Now, (128) yields the announced error estimate and the proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
